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CONTEXT

There are numerous reports that show the business case of gender diversity

(specially in leadership teams) and financial performance of companies .  McKinsey

& Company ’s Delivering Through Diversity (2018) report chronicles the global

relevance of the correlation between diversity in the leadership and stronger

financial performance of large companies .  The financial performance refers not

only to profitability but also longer-term value creation .  Better gender balance on

boards and in senior management not only encourages better leadership ,  but

diversity further contributes to better all-round performance ,  and ultimately

increased corporate performance for both companies and their shareholders .

 

When companies take steps to invest in women ,  the result is not just good for

women ;  it benefits the entire company .  Studies show that organisations that

invest in women talent – via mentorship ,  sponsorship ,  training are more likely to

feel engaged at work and thereby more likely to stay .  When women talent stay ,  it

makes for a good leadership pipeline that can take senior roles in future .   

 

At BeyonDiversity Foundation ,  we believe mentoring is a critical path to

leadership .  We believe that mentoring accelerates leadership and is essential to

the success of women leaders everywhere .  These experiences led us to create our

flagship Leadership Accelerator Program - L .E .A .P ,  which won the prestigious

Global Leadership in Mentoring award by Hillary Clinton ,  Vital Voices & Bank of

America in 2014 .  Since inception in 2012 ,  BeyonDiversity has mentored and

impacted more than 5000 women leaders across the region .  But we believe that

impact has been lot more .  Our members lead in ways that bring new voices to

the table .The mentees who are women leaders from corporates ,  social enterprises

and business invest in shared progress by taking new skills ,  access to information

and networks and sharing them with others ,  creating a ripple effect of positive

change around the world .

 

 



 
 

L.E.A.P

L.E.A.P is designed for women at middle to

senior management positions in the

organization, and its objective is to help women

talent to navigate the complexities of

professional and personal lives and grow

holistically.  It offers cross-company, cross-

industry mentoring to women talent at the mid-

senior level of career pyramid. Each year

BeyonDiversity attracts a cohort of 100+

participants from 20+ corporates for a cross

industry Mentoring program; to help women

professionals accelerate their leadership

journey! A six month of sustained engagement

sets women professionals for success.

 

Mentors are seasoned professionals (both men

and women) with substantial business

experience who hold leadership roles within

their organisation. The feedback from both

mentees and mentors reinforces our hope that

the mentoring program can be beneficial for,

ultimately, thousands of women and their

companies. Mentees report on the liberating

nature of a mentoring relationship outside their

own company, feeling able to discuss issues

without restrictions and appreciating the access

to impartial advice. 

 

Now going into its sixth year, the initiative has

had tremendous success and with more and

more corporates signing up for this, we been

able to scale and grow this offering. With circa

200 mentors and mentees and 100

organisations taking part – this program

represents the power of mentoring at its best.

1-0-1 mentoring sessions

with cross industry CXO

level mentor

Immersive learning and

training sessions for

personal & professional

development

Web-seminars/virtual

mentoring with global

speakers

A powerful peer-network

cohort

Life time member of

L.E.A.P circle

Opportunity to pay-it-

forward

A unique blend of online

and offline learning - that

is continuous

KEY IMPACT
LEVERS INCLUDE:

Leadership Accelerator Program



IMMERSIVE

LEARNING SESSIONS

The two-day learning program is a window to

self-exploratory methods and techniques to

reach the higher order women talent intend to

achieve for themselves. The program covered:

 

 Managing Self – My vision, Personal Branding

& Executive Presence

 Managing Others – Stakeholder and

Networking for influence

 Leadership Journey – Conversation with

leaders

Mentoring – Networking and mentoring

sessions with program mentors

 

Experts Speak 

Developing your Voice - Talish Ray - Project

Director www.girlsgottaknow.in

Your Path to Leadership - Paroma Roy

Chowdhary, VP Public Affairs at SoftBank

Tiny Habits Coaching, Saibal Bhattacharyya

VP - Aintu Inc.

Feminist Rani, Shaili Chopra, Founder

Shethepeople.tv

PROGRAM
HIGHLIGHTS

WEBINARS

Reaching for Skies with Kanika Tekriwal, Co

Founder & CEO, JetSetGo Forbes 30u30

 

The Power of You with Norah Casey, a

Broadcaster and publishing entrepreneur. An

entrepreneur, investor, founder and a mentor.

A unique 'power hour' designed to share the

real secret to unlocking the confidence code. 

 

Future of Work with Rashmi Mandloi, to gain

perspective on crafting one’s future career

around: the state of future work, skills and

behaviors associated to thrive in it.

 

How Women Rise by Marshall Goldsmith to

identify the 12 habits or behaviours which are

most likely to get in the way of successful

women as they seek to rise in their

organizations.

 

 

 



L .E .A .P CIRCLE

L.E.A.P Bangalore Circle – @ KPMG, Bangalore

L.E.A.P Delhi Circle

 

L.E.A.P circle is a peer -to -peer networking

meet- up of high potential women talent who

believe in the power of mentoring and want to

leverage the power of networking and

mentoring to rise up the ladder!

 

How Mentoring is Helping Women Rise! (A

panel discussion with women leaders – Dr.

Shalini Sarin, SVP HR, CSR and BoP at Philips

Lighting and Sandeep Sahani, Partner IT

Advisory Services at KPMG)

 

An open house with senior mentors to address

specific issues related to personal and

professional development. Personal leadership

stories of mentors who have walked the path

and are willing to share their success recipes

with women leaders committed to ace their

growth!

 

PROGRAM
HIGHLIGHTS

MENTORING

GRADUATION

CEREMONY @ I

INSPIRE 19

I Inspire by BeyonDiversity is the biggest

inclusive leadership conference.

 

The conference had top thought leaders from

across industries, social enterprises and public

policy space. The conference  brought case

studies, business models and learnings which

have aligned with future talent, CSR and

business goals to drive shared value. 

 

The highlight of the evening was Mentoring

Graduation ceremony where mentors and

mentees from 30+ organisations took part.

Through LEAP, mentees shared the amount of

contributions their mentors made in achieving

 the set of goals in both personal and

professional Life.

 



MENTORING

IMPACT

The tangible and intangible rewards of L.E.AP. is not
limited to the personal and professional growth of the
women mentees, but creates a positive impact for the
mentors, the organizations and the wider community.
One of the greatest impact of this leadership program
for the mentees has been the personalized interactive
guidance from high profile leaders from different walks
of life. The cross- sectoral intellectual engagement
between mentors and mentees during L.E.A.P. garners
respectful curiosity and knowledge sharing..

 

Most L.E.A.P. mentors perceive mentoring as a two-
way street and spell out the positive impacts of the
program for them. The mentors were exposed to
fresh and contemporary perspectives, and were at
the receiving end of a great deal of new knowledge
base through reverse mentoring. Most importantly,
for the mentors, L.E.A.P. was one of its kind
opportunity transfer their knowledge to a larger
talent pool and expand its utility. The leadership
program became a platform for self- reflection and
introspection for the mentors
 
“Mentoring program has helped me tremendously to
enhance my confidence and leadership skills. I have
learned conflict resolution, relationship management
and am able to better navigate through the corporate
world. My mentor has helped me build my confidence
when I was in a tough professional situation and also
helped me deal with more strength and positivity.”
 
Padmapriya V
Mentee, Uber

 

 

 



L.E.A.P IMPACT

95%
FORMAL  MENTOR ING

Integral to Career

Development

view

85%
I NCREASED  CONF IDENCE

In terms of career path

and future growth

reported

87%
ENHANCED  L EADERSH I P
SK I L L S

As well as better

interpersonal and

technical skills

75%
PA ID  I T  FORWARD

By sharing their learning

with peers and

networks

mentees

reported

A big 'thank you' to my

firm for nominating me

for the program and

L.E.A.P for all that they

are doing - I wish to be

part of L.E.A.P in the days

to come and hoping that

I could be a contributor

in some way.

 

Sushmita Mehta

Mentee, KPMG

 

The patient and practical

reflections by my mentor

have helped me break my

own self-limiting thoughts

and patterns. I wrote my

story and gave my

perspective as part of the

I&D campaign to share

women leader's story. It felt

cathartic and boosted my

confidence. 

 

- Georgina E Gandhi

Mentee, KPMG



TANGIBLE
OUTCOMES 70%

agree L.E.A.P

contributed to

resilience building

80%
acknowledge that

mentoring program is

one vital initiative that

indicates organization

values its employees

and is invested in their

growth

86%
agree that the immersive

learning sessions have

been effective for their

professional growth

70%
believe that L.E.A.P has

led to greater employee

engagement and

commitment for the

organization

Time and
workload
management

Effective
listening and
communication

Situational
decision
making

Clarity of roles &
responsibility

Building
visibility for
work

Meticulous
Collaboration

Effective
team
engagement

Increased Self
Confidence

Greater Engagement
at work

Enhanced
Leadership Skills

Clarity of Vision and
Goals



Mentees Speak.. 80%
of mentees are

willing to pay-it-

forward in their

networks and

communities

85%
acknowledge they will

recommend this

program to women

professionals to

accelerate their growth

and development

80%
mentors agree that

L.E.A.P has given them

fresh and contemporary

perspectives and exposed

them to new knowledge

base

70%
mentees have found the

mentoring experience

directly useful in their

professional

advancement

“The mentoring program has really helped me to
improve on the areas where I had always feared to

work upon. It has enhanced overall interpersonal skills
and leadership qualities. It helped me to face difficult

conversations and situations at work, overcome
unconscious bias, improve on my leadership style, and

many more. My mentor shared many great
experiences from his career throughout the program
which were quite relatable. Overall, it was a wonderful

experience to be a part of this program which gave
me the opportunity to work upon various aspects. "

 
Kamalpreet Vohra, mentee Barclays

 
Mentoring sessions have helped me increase

confidence and have a clearer vision of career path.
My mentor has been a great guide in helping me 

realize that if we have clear goals and 
path defined we are more likely to 

achieve. I have an amazing mentor who 
has listened intently to my queries and 
has provided solutions that I could act

 on.”
 

Syalini Sasikumar, mentee SunLife
 

When I was facing a difficult time at work, my mentor
helped me tremendously, by helping me identify the
blind spots. I had an amazing mentor who is humble,
great in managing time, has great patience to listen
and doesn’t give ready-made solutions. It has been a

great journey.
 

Anushruti Chatterjee, mentee Genpact
 

Mentoring  has helped me enhance my confidence,
interpersonal skills and leadership skills. My mentor

was extremely accessible and approachable. 
 

Prabhsharan Kaur, mentee Avery Dennison
 
 

“The mentoring journey has brought in a good
changes and transformation within me. I have now

become more confident to pick up new assignments ,
venture into the areas where I have never worked
before . It has helped me to gain confidence of the

leaders in my organization. I would like to thank
Deepika for supporting and mentoring me in this

journey.”
Poonam Jain, mentee Tieto

 



MENTOR-MENTEE RELATIONSHIP

"Pratima was very accessible and

despite her busy schedule and travel,

she provided time to me as per our

mutual understanding. I consider her

as a friend and can connect with her on

a personal level too. 

 

She has been extremely kind to meet

in person and spend time with me and

talk about various aspects of

professional and personal life and has

shared her challenges too. She brings

across a very humane angle to the

conversations and is extremely

relatable as a person and hence is a

role-model for me in leadership aspects

too. "

 

-Manisha Manchanda

mentee, SunLife 

90%
mentees

successfully built a

relationship of trust

with their mentors

85%
value the

confidence and

knowledge of their

mentors and have

benefitted from it

96%
acknowledged

mutual respect in

the mentoring

relationship

 

"Leena is an amazing leader and mentor! 

She spends time in knowing the 

mentee as a person and then goes on to

discuss the professional goals/challenges

etc. Her advice/ideas are, therefore, very

specific and relevant. It's been great

interacting with her! "

 

 

 

-Tanvi Arora, mentee KPMG

 

 



D A I L Y  W O R K  R E P O R T

N A M E  /  I D N A M E  O F  M E N T O R

PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS

(MENTEES)

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

AVERY DENNISON
 

BARCLAYS
 

EATON
 

GENPACT
 

KPMG
 

MAKE MY TRIP
 

WELSPUN
 

SIGNIFY
 

SUN LIFE FINANCIAL
 

TIETO
 

UBER
 



D A I L Y  W O R K  R E P O R T

N A M E  /  I D N A M E  O F  M E N T O R

PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS

(MENTORS)

 

AMERICAN EXPRESS

BARCLAYS

CAPGEMINI

CITIBANK

ERICSSON

FACEBOOK

GENPACT

KPMG

LINKED IN

MONSTER.COM

PEPSICO

PERFETTI VAN MELLE

RPG ENTERPRISES

RBS

SAP

SODEXO

SOFT BANK

STANDARD CHARTERED

TVS
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T e a m  M e m b e r s
 

CEO

SARIKA  GUPTA

MANAGING PARTNER

SHILP I  SINGH

ASSOCIATE PARTNER

NANCY  ROONGTA

Like  any  other  program /project ,  the  success

of  any  init iative  rests  on  a  number  of

factors .  Committed  mentees  who  are

passionate  about  accelerating  their  growth

and  advancement ;  mentors  who  are  will ing

to  share  their  experience  and  expertise

with  mentees  and  guide  them  along  the

way ;  organisations ,  who  are  committed  to

gender  diversity  and  women  advancement ;

and  the  team  that  is  relentlessly  and

passionately  working  to  deliver  high-

quality  programs !

 

There  is  enough  evidence  to  show  the

usefulness  as  well  as  effectiveness  of

mentoring  programs .  With  the  business

case  of  diversity  clear  and  strong  than  ever

before  i t  is  a  no-brainer  that  investing  in

women  talent  leads  to  their  retention  and

high  performance ,  thereby  strengthening

the  leadership  pipeline .  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mentees  report  on  the  l iberating  nature  of

a  mentoring  relationship  outside  their  own

company ,  feeling  able  to  discuss  issues

without  restrictions  and  appreciating  the

access  to  impartial  advice .  This ,  coupled

with  a  six  month  of  continuous  learning

journey  that  is  a  unique  blend  of  online

and  offl ine  has  helped  mentees

tremendously  in  accelerating  their  growth .

 

We  are  excited  with  the  success  of  the

program  and  now  taking  it  to  multi-cities  -

Mumbai ,  Pune ,  Bangalore ,  Delhi /NCR .  

 

Last  date  of  applications  is  30  May  2019

and  the  batches  will  kickstart  from  July .

 

In  order  to  initiate  a  conversation ,  please

write  to  us  at  nancy@beyondiversity .com

 

 

 

 

 


